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LEVERAGE and Constant Partner to Shape the Future of Loan 
Operations 

 
TALLAHASSEE, FL – LEVERAGE, a pioneer in providing innovative solutions to credit unions, 
is thrilled to announce an exciting partnership with Constant, a leading software provider that is 
revolutionizing the landscape of loan operations and member self-service. This collaboration is 
set to reshape the way credit unions approach loan servicing and customer experience, offering 
an unparalleled level of automation and empowerment. 
 
"We are driven by the commitment to bring cutting-edge solutions to our credit union partners. 
The partnership with Constant is a testament to this commitment,” said Steve Willis, President 
of LEVERAGE. “Together, we are ushering in a new era where credit unions can thrive through 
automation, innovation, and a steadfast focus on enhancing the member experience." 
 
Constant's breakthrough technology is poised to liberate credit unions from the shackles of 
manual processes. Tedious workflows and repetitive tasks that have long weighed down loan 
operations are now a thing of the past. With Constant's pioneering solutions, credit unions can 
enhance operational excellence, reduce costs, and accelerate borrower assistance. 
 
"We are truly excited to join forces with LEVERAGE in this strategic partnership, said RuthAnn 
Riggs, Chief Growth Officer of Constant. “Our shared vision of transforming the credit union 
industry through innovation, technology, and exceptional member service perfectly aligns with 
the essence of this collaboration. The synergy between our offerings and LEVERAGE's 
expertise is poised to drive credit unions towards a future brimming with possibilities." 
 
Constant's unique value proposition lies in its ability to fully automate loan servicing, allowing 
members to seamlessly manage their loan-related requests within their online banking 
accounts. This intelligent system leverages insights from member actions to offer personalized 
product recommendations, elevating the overall member experience. 
 
Through this strategic partnership, LEVERAGE and Constant are charting a bold path toward a 
more streamlined, efficient, and member-centric credit union landscape. Financial institutions 
that embrace this collaboration are poised to unlock new avenues for growth and a remarkable 
member experience. 
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For more information about LEVERAGE and Constant, visit WEBLINKHERE or contact a 
LEVERAGE Business Development Consultant at consult@myleverage.com.  
 

### 
ABOUT LEVERAGE 
 
LEVERAGE, the service corporation for the League of Southeastern Credit Unions & 
Affiliates, is the business services provider that leverages credit union system resources, 
relationships, and industry knowledge for optimal performance and sustained growth of its 
clients and business partners. We work to offer credit unions best-in-class products and 
services that result in reducing costs, maximizing results, and making the most difference. For 
more information, visit myleverage.com or follow LEVERAGE on Facebook and LinkedIn. 
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